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What’s New

Support for LGS, Leica Geosystems Universal HDS Digital Reality File
Leica TruView Enterprise and Cloud now support the import of LGS files, Leica Geosystems’ new
universal HDS digital reality file. LGS files contain all project information for a single-file solution for
downstream consumption in all Leica Geosystems HDS software. The LGS file is perfect for storage and
transfer between all Leica Geosystems’ HDS software products. The LGS file is a true single file, to
simply file sharing.
LGS files can be published from both Cyclone and Cyclone REGISTER 360 with a required Cyclone
PUBLISHER Pro License. LGS files can be consumed by Cyclone, TruView Enterprise and Cloud,
JetStream Enterprise and Viewer, and 64-bit CloudWorx plugins to allow for seamless data migration
between the Leica Geosystems HDS software products. With the LGS file, users can access all their
digital reality data, anywhere, with a single file.
LGS files may contain the following information based on the hardware used for data capture and the
user’s publishing settings.
 PROJECT METADATA
o Name
o Thumbnail
o Coordinate system
o Publish date
o Creator/Company info
o # of SiteMaps
o # of points
o # of setups
o Imagery metadata and #s
 PROJECT SITEMAPS + METADATA
o SiteMap image(s)
o Hyperlinks (between SiteMaps)
o Setups
 PROJECT SETUPS + METADATA
o Name
o Timestamp
o Targets + metadata
o RGB pano imagery
o HDR pano imagery
o Intensity Hue pano imagery
o Intensity Grayscale pano imagery
o Modelled Geometry pano imagery
o IR pano imagery
o IR temperature scale
 POINT CLOUD + METADATA
o RGB colours
o HDR colours
o Intensity Hue colours
o Intensity Grayscale colours
o UCS
o Clips
 GEOTAGS + METADATA
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o

3D position
Type
Category
Label
URL
Timestamp
Associated assets (e.g., images, PDFs, videos, audio, etc.)

Users may choose to publish an LGS file with or without a point cloud. When publishing specifically and
only for consumption in TruView, it is recommended that the LGS file be published without the point
cloud to reduce file size and prevent extended upload times.
TruView Enterprise Windows Application
With the release of TruView Enterprise 3.6, users may now choose to install either the traditional VM or
use a new Windows application version of TruView Enterprise. This new option allows users without
dedicated IT personnel to deploy TruView behind their firewall for heightened security.
TruView for Windows is compatible with Windows 7 and higher.
Please reference the TruView Enterprise Windows Migration Quick Start Guide for detailed information
regarding the installation of TruView Enterprise for Windows and data migration.
Minimap integration with TruView
Leica TruView now has a new minimap feature, common to TruView Enterprise, TruView Cloud and
JetStream Viewer. The minimap offers users greater site context when within a setup position through a
directional view indicator. The minimap can also be turned on/off from the menu bar.
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Layer management in TruView
Leica TruView Enterprise and Cloud now support imagery layers. Layers allow users to easily switch
between data visualisation modes within a single site dataset, rather than publishing multiple versions of
the same site in order to access all the possible data views. Layers make the most of all the information
captured by your Leica Geosystems scanners such as HDR and IR data.
Layer publishing is supported when publishing directly to TruView Cloud from Cyclone or Cyclone
REGISTER 360 or via the LGS file; publishing layers as part of a TruView dataset requires a Cyclone
PUBLISHER Pro license. Layers include RGB imagery, HDR imagery, Grayscale Intensity imagery, Hue
Intensity imagery and IR imagery (when contained within the dataset).
To access layers, select “Select Layer to View” from the menu.

Layers can be swapped during snapshot creation, and a layer can be set as the default layer for a
Snapshot. To do so, select the Snapshot and use the “Switch Layers” dropdown menu beneath the
markup tools and click “+Default”.
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Temperature picking
With the addition of an IR layer, you may now query the temperature of a point if IR data is present within
the dataset (BLK360 datasets only). This addition allows users to make full use of the sensors present
within their Leica Geosystems imaging scanners.
To access the temperature measurement tool, select “Take Measurement” from the menu. Next, select
the point picking tool and click anywhere within the viewing window. The point picking tool can still be
used to simultaneously query the XYZ coordinate of a point as well. Both the temperature and the
coordinate are displayed at the bottom of the point readout.
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Temperatures are also now present within markups when using the point picking tool. To add a
temperature markup, create or edit a Snapshot, select the point picking tool and click anywhere on the
TruView. A readout including the coordinate and the temperature will be displayed as a markup within
the Snapshot.
You may edit the temperature scale by scrolling to the bottom of the Snapshot editing pane for the
markup and selecting from Celsius, Fahrenheit or Kelvin temperatures.

TruView is General Data Protection Regulation Compliant
TruView Enterprise and Cloud have been updated with new options to conform to the European Union’s
new GDPR mandates. These changes include:







Inclusion of privacy policy, terms of service and consent in notification emails
Addition of a consent form when creating a new user. Existing users will be prompted to accept
the terms upon login after updating.
Upon Signup/Account Request, users will be prompted with a new privacy policy, terms of
service, age confirmation and consent form.
Addition of a "Forget Me" feature.
Addition of a consent checkbox when uploading a dataset.
Addition of the ability to export user's data. User data is exported from within the User’s Settings.

Leica Geosystems is pleased to offer users this additional flexibility with regards to their personal
information.
Automatic password reset
Passwords are now automatically reset upon request by a user in both TruView Enterprise and Cloud.
Ability to export GeoTags created in TruView to a file
Users can now export their GeoTags and hotlinks to a CSV file for easy reference and processing.
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To export GeoTags, open a site and click the “GeoTags” tab. Then, click the “Download all GeoTags”
button in the upper right. A CSV containing the name, category, label, link, type, coordinates and Setup
position for each GeoTag will be exported.

Ability to change session timeout duration
TruView Enterprise Admins can now change the session timeout duration. To do so, an Admin must add
a field to the tvg.json file <<“sessionlength”: 30>> where the number is the duration of the session in
minutes.
Network drive storage supported for import
Users may now upload data stored in a network location, providing users greater flexibility in how they
manage their TVG or LGS files.
New notification email: Data Restoration
Admin users will now receive an email upon the completion of data restoration after a backup is
uploaded, freeing the user to continue other work during uploads.
General UI updates
TruView Enterprise and Cloud have received UI updates to conform to the modern aesthetic of Cyclone
REGISTER 360 and JetStream Viewer. Users will now feel at home within any product thanks to
consistent icons and branding which promote navigation within a site.
Preserving URL after unsuccessful login
If a user returns to a page that has timed out, upon refreshing the page and entering incorrect login
credentials, they will no longer be redirected to the All Sites page and instead will remain on the current
page once correct credentials are entered.
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Improved publishing from Cyclone REGISTER 360
When publishing to TruView Cloud from Cyclone REGISTER 360, a user may now enter any iteration of
their TruView Cloud server URL where previously publishing would be rejected if the URL contained
“https://”.
Project names and SiteMap names published from Cyclone REGISTER 360 may now include nonASCII characters.
Email addresses are now supported as usernames.
Improved support for multi-SiteMaps
When publishing Project data with multiple SiteMaps from Cyclone REGISTER 360, the user may now
navigate between them via a new SiteMap menu within the Site overview page. To access the SiteMap
menu, click the stacked lines icon in the upper left of the viewing window.

Multiple SiteMaps are also now reflected within each setup’s breadcrumb at the top of the viewing
window.

Bug Fixes
UX Bugs





Special characters (!, @, $, etc.) are now supported in passwords for TruView Cloud.
Alphanumeric sorting is now case sensitive.
General UI bug fixes: borders of toggle switches being cut off and button spacing corrected in
German language view.
Bug fixed where, upon first login on a brand new TruView Enterprise 3.4.0 VM, a new user was
not presented with Password Reset page.
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GeoTags are now case sensitive.
Fixed bug specific to Internet Explorer 11 in which using the mouse wheel made the SiteMap
page unresponsive.
Fixed bug in Help section in which images were not displaying.
Users may now use an image file containing a space as their customization logo.

Upload Bugs



Fixed bug in which projects uploaded/published with embedded assets as part of a GeoTag did
not properly display the asset.
Applied control coordinates from Cyclone REGISTER 360 are now followed in TruView Cloud via
LGS, TVG or direct TruView Cloud publish.

Data Removal Bugs



Fixed bug where deleted sites in TruView Enterprise remained in the system’s storage memory.
Fixed bug in TruView Cloud in which deleting a portal did not delete all site data contained
within, resulting in inaccessible data consuming the quantity of available setup positions.

SDK Bugs




SDK implementations now support a user navigating away from an embedded viewer before
initialization.
Event listeners no longer accumulate when navigating to other scans.
Pick point endpoint API call now returns a different data structure.

Known Issues
An intermittent issue exists in both TruView Enterprise and TruView Cloud which can cause uploads to
stall and prevent further uploads due to a blocked que. The user should access the logs and cancel the
stalled upload and then re-upload the dataset in question.
TruView Enterprise for Windows does not purge temp files as expected. Users will have to periodically
delete these files manually.
Leica TruView Enterprise 3.6 Compatibility and Upgrades
Upgrading to Leica TruView Cloud 3.6
All users of TruView Cloud are currently enrolled in CCP by nature of their subscription and will
automatically receive an update at release.
Upgrading to Leica TruView Enterprise 3.6
All users with a currently valid CCP or with CCP which was valid as late as 31 August 2018 will be
eligible to receive a new license to run this version.
Software updates are controlled in the Administration section of the TruView Global/Enterprise site:
1. Logon to TruView Global/Enterprise using an administrator user account.
2. Open the Server Administration page.
3. Click the Updates icon.
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4. Click the Check Now icon. If an update is available to you, its details are shown in the Update
frame.

5. Click the Update Now icon to download and install the new update. You will be notified the
update was successful when the Update frame’s header turns green and the “Success”
message appears.

Upgrading to Leica TruView Enterprise for Windows
Please reference the TruView Enterprise Migration from VM to Windows Quick Start Guide for additional
information including data migration.
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1. Check the system requirements.
2. Download the TruView Enterprise for Windows setup program from myWorld.
3. Double-click the TruViewEnt360.exe file. If you receive a User Account Control notice, click
Yes.
4. You will see the Welcome dialog. Click Next.

5. Choose “I accept the agreement” and click Next.

6. Click Install.

7. It will take a few moments to install TruView Enterprise for Windows on your system.
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8. Click Finish. If you select “Open TruView Enterprise website” option, the installer will open
the TruView Enterprise website in your default browser. We recommend that you bookmark
this page for easy reference.
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